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Abstract

The bjective of this work is to provide the tools necssary for

clear identification of the purpose of a Probabilistic Risk Study, the

bounds and depth' of the studey, the proper modeling techniques to be

used, the failure modes contributing to the analysis, the classical and

baysian approaches for manipulating data necessary for quantification,

ways for treating uncertainties, and available computer codes that may

be used in performing such probabilistic analysis. In addition, it

provides the means for measuring thete.portance of a safety feature to

maintaining a level of risk at a Nuclear Power Plant and the worth of

optimizing a safety system in risk reduction.

In applying these techniques so that they accommodate our national

resources and needs it was felt that emphasis should be put on the

system reliability analysis level of PRA. Objectives of such studies

could include: comparing systems' designs of the various vendors in the

bedding stage, and performing grid reliability and human perfomance

analysis using national specific data.
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1. Introduction

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) is an analytical technique
that can be used for Integrating diverse aspects of design and operation
of a particular Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) with the objectives of 
assessing the risk to the public, and developing an information base
that gives an Insight into the adequacy of the plant design and operation

The following sections deal with various aspects of a PRA study

such as its scope, Sec. 2 models description and data requirements,

sec. (3); modeling approaches and primary events, Sec. 4 procedures

for performing a PRA, Sec. (5); PRA quantification is presented in Sec.

(6); measures for evaluating risk importance are given in Sec. 7 and
finally in Sec. (8) conclusions are made.

2.Scopes of PRA Studies 1,2/

PRA studies as being performed presently are classified into three
hierarchical levels, based on the objective of the study, as follows

2-.1. level-1 PRA

Also referred to as system analysis, consists of plant design and

operation. It focuses on accident sequences that could lead to a core
melt, their basic causes, and their frequences. It takes into account

the response of containment systems (e.g., containment spray system)
which can affect the course of core-melt-accident but, it does not
investigate the frequency or the mode of comtainment failure or the
consequences of radionuclide releases. Thus, this level of analysis does

not permit an assessment of the risk associated with the plant, nor can

the core-melt sequences be defferentiated into those with potentially

high consequences and those with lower consequences.
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2.2. Level-2

Also known as containment analysis beside estimating

the frequences of core-melt sequences, it predicts the frequency and

the mode of the containment failure as well as the inventories of

radionuclides released from the containment. As a result a core-melt

accident can be categorized by the severity of the release, but it

doesn't provide sufficient information for a full assessment of plant

risk. Some insight into risk, however, is provided by the relative

frequencies of various release categories.

2.3.Level-3

Also known as consequence analysis, analyzes the transport

of radionuclides through the environment and assesses the public-health

and economic consequences of the accident in addition to performing

the tasks of a level-2 PRA .

I The result of this analysis are generally presented in the

form of a "risk curve" depicting the frequency of various consequences

An analysis of external events may be included in any of

these three levels. These events include: Fires earthquakes, and

f I oods.

3. Models' Description/Data Requirements/1,3/

3.1. Level-1

3.1.1. Model Descriptio

Analysis on this level involves:modeling of plant systems

and their response states, identification of initiating events; component

failure mode6; common cause contributers, and potential systems

interactions; and modeling human reliability.
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3.1.2 Data Requirements

In addition to detailed design and operation information.

this level of analysis needs both generic and plant specific data

on: the occurances of initiating events; components failures (on

demand in time: independently or by a common cause); and human
errors.

3.2. Level-2

3.2.1. Model Decription

The containment-analysis models rpresent the events occuring

after the accident but before the transport of radioactive materials

through the environment. They tover the physical processes induced
in the containment by each accident sequence as well as the transport

and deposition of radionuclides released within the containment.

The analysis examines the response of the containment to these

processes and identifies all possible failure modes; in other words,

if the containment is predicted to fail the analysis predicts: the

time at which it will fail; where it will fail i.e., whether radion-
uclides are released directly to the atmosphere through the containment

building or to the ground through the basement; and the energy

associated with the release.

3.2.2.Data Requirements

The additional information needed for a level-2 analysis
includes more detailed design information on the containment. The

information on the structural design of the containment should
include dimensions, masses, and materials.

3.3. Level-3

3.3.1. Model Description

Models are used to describe:

a) the transport of radionuclides from the site to the surroundingI

b) the consequences on public health in terms of early fatalities

and latent cancer fatalities; and

c) the economic impact resulting from a relocation of the population
and the interdiction or decontamination of the land.
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3.3.2. Data Requirements

a) Site specific meteorological, topographic and soil structure

data are used to assess the transport and or dispersion of
radionuclides through the environment,

b) Local population densities and evacuation-plans and sheltering

data are used for the evaluation of effects on public health,

and 

0 Plans for relocation as well as local demographic and decontamin-

ation data are used to assess the economic impact.

If external events are to be analyzed, considerably more
information will be needed, depending on the event to be included.

For example, detailed structural information as well as data on

seismic design of the plant and on the seismicity of the site are

needed for a seismic analysis. Information about compartmentalization

of the plant necessary to analyze susceptibility to fires and floods,

etc.

4. Modeling Approaches and Primary Dents/1,4,5,6/

4.1. Fault and Event Trees

Fault-and Event-tree modeling approach is the most widely
used technique in probabilistic risk studies. The role of a fault
tree is to model system failure modes. It can be quantified to
yield an estimate of system failure probability, or they may be

used to identify components or subsystems of potential safety import-

ance.

On the other hand, an event-tree models plant-level failure

sequences. In their final form (there may be intermediate or temporary

forms) the branches of an event tree represent the success or failure
of the plant systems which are sequentially actuated in response to
an initiating event.

The following subsections present brief descriptions of
these two complementary modeling techniques.



4.1.1. Fault-Tree (FT)

In a fault tree analysis, an undesired state of a system is
specified and the system is then analyzed in the context of its
envirarmt and operation to find all of the credible ways in which

the undesired event can occur. Le., the FT approach is a deductive
process, whereby the top event is postulated and the possible means

for that event to occur are systematically deduced.

The FT for any given system is, normally, the principle

means of accounting for functional and sharded-equipment interdepend-

encies. Le. a FT for a given system must Include interfaces of

this system with its various supporting systems (e.g., AC or Dc

power systems; service cooling water system; heating, ventelation,

and air conditioning systems, etc.) unless these are explicitly

included in the event tree model.

4.1.2. Event-Tree (ET)

In an event tree either systems or functions* can serve as

headings. A Function Event Tree(FET) is an intermediate analytical

step for sorting out the complex relationships between accident

initiators and systems responses.

Thus, the headings of a FET are statements of safety functions that
can be translated in terms of the success criteria of the systems

performing each function. System event tree can thus be developed

from a function event tree. Each system event tree will have group

of systems as the headings.

* By functions it is mant Safety Functions most threaten. These
are the functions that must be performed to control the sources of
energy in the plant and the radiation hazard. In other words, they
are the group of actions that prevent core melting, prevent containment
failure, and minimize radionuclide release.

+ Spcific success criterion for each system that performs safety
or support functions must be established. This success criterion
must be stated in discrete hardware terms such as the operating
mode of the system, the number of required pumps, flow paths, instrument
channels, power buses, etc. In general, success criterion for one
system can vary from accident sequence to another due to the variation
in the system response required in the different sequences. Thus,
success or failure criterion should be defined as part of a specific
accident sequence to take nto account the previous successes or
failures of other systems, i.e., to take into account the boundary
conditions oa the operation of the system of interest.

11
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The exact order of the headings is not crucial to the analytical
results, but can be very mportant to 'the efficiency and brevity of

the analysis. The systems are arranged in the order in which they
are expected to respond to an accident, proceeding from left to

right. Systems that depend on the operations of other systems should

be listed after the other systems.
Separate event trees are generally constructed for each

initiating event or class (bin) of initiating events having a unique
event - tree structure (see subsec.4.3.1.2).

Itthus, appears that event tree is developed inductively

and must be subjected to iteration as a more detailed understanding

of plant response and of systems interactions is acquired.

4.2. Other Methods

Event-and Fault-Trees are not the only analytical methods

that can be used in performing a PRA. There are several system

analysis methods that can be used in addition to or in support of,

the ET/FT approach, but no other method has been used as frequently.
It would be incorrect to assume that FT analysis is the only or the

best method.*
In the following subsections, we present a brief description

of system analysis methods used more frequently than others.

4.2. I. The Go Method: (Quantitative, time dependent, inductive method)

Although it can be used in constructing failure models, the
Go method, unlike FT analysis, is a success-oriented system analysis

technique. It has the capability to evaluate system reliability and
availability, identify fault sequences, and rank the relative importance
of the constituent elements.

The Go charts are easily created from system engineering
drawings and follow the normal flow path. Small-system mdels can

be efficiently evaluated, and sensitivity studies can be performed

to determine the effect of changes in input parameters.

* The FT modeling approach has several limitations which primarly

involve: the issue of completeness, and the binary nature of the

fault modeling.



The go method Is also well suited to the analysis of systems Involving
great number of hardware that is physically highly interconnected.
However, complex iystems require complex Go charts, and the Go charts
do not explicitly display hardware-failure modes.

4.2.2. Markov:
This method (Qpalitative, time dendent, Inductive) has

been found useful in identifying system dependences and delineating
complex sequences of events and effects of partial failures. However.
the complexity increases rapidly with system size.

4.3. Primary Events

In general terms, primary events are the basic causes of
an accident sequence. Primary events include: accident Initiating
events, components'unavallability and human unreliabililty.

4.3J. Initiating Events
4.3.1.1. Identification

Two approaches can be taken in identifying the accident
Initiating Events (Es). One is a comprehensive engineering evaluation
taking into consideration information from previous PRAs, documents
reflecting operating histories, and plant specific design data. A
listing of IEs Is compiled based on engineering udgement derived
from the evaluation. Another approach Is to more formally organize
the search for Us by constructing a top level logic model (known as
Master-Logic-Diagram MLD) and then deducing the appropriate set of
lEs.

4.3.1.2. Binning

Identified Es are grouped by the safety functions they
most threaten. However, these functions are usually not sufficiently
descriptive to serve as the sole means for grouping initiators.
Thus, Us are typically, divided into three 4road categories: transients,
LOCAs and external events (seismic events, fires, and floods). These
categories are further subdivided according to more specific mitigating
system requirements. More precisely, Us in a given bin (group) are
all those which would require the same set of system actions.

A component is unavailable due to failure on demand, failure
in time, or common cause failure, as well as due to being In test or
in maintenance.



4.3.2. Component Failure

Component Failure is categorized as being failure on

demand 0.e, failure to start or to change state) or; failure in
time (this type of failure Is further classified as operation failure
or standby failurp).-

4.3.3. Test Unavailability

4.3.4. Maintenance Unavailabilit

Maintenance is either scheduled (.epreventive) maintenance

which is performed at regular intervals; or unscheduled (corrective

or repair) which is performed only when component problems appear.

4.3.5. Common Cause Failures

These are multiple failures which are triggered by a
common initiator. Common mode failures are common cause failures
where all components fail in the same mode.

4.3.6 Human Errors.

There are two basic tes Of human errors, namely:

Error of Commission Lk an action which is committed while

it is not supposed to be committed

Error of Omission an action which is to be committed

but is not committed.

Human errors can also be classified as preaccident and

post-accident errors. Preaccident errors are those which occur
during routine maintenance, testing, and plant operation. Post-accident
errors are those which occur at the time of accident or after its

occurance.

Human error dependences are classified into five levls as

follows:
independent, low dependence, medium, high, and complete dependence.

Procedures for Performing a PRA Using FT-ET Yb&H!N Techniqug/1,4/

The task of defining potential accident sequences must
begin with a clear understanding of the objectives of -the study.

These, in turn, will be used to define the depth of the analysis and

to establish bounds on the failure modes considered.
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Once the objectives of the study have been defined. the

task of familiarization with plant b4ins. The specific plant in-

formation must be acquired, and the PRA analyst must become familiar

with the details of plant design and operation and of experience

data and analysis performed for similar plants.

Having developed an understanding of plant design and

methods of operation, the analyst.defines the required safety functions

and develops appropriate grouping of accident initiating events.

With the knowledge gained on plant performance characterics,

and the preliminary information on the physical processes of core

melt accidents, the analyst determines functional dependences and

constructs function event trees for the various groups of initiating

events.

The'fUnction models are then converted into system models.

This is done by identifying the systems that satisfy the various

functions and reconstructing the event tree accordingly. The systems

event trees can be presented solely in terms of the systems that

directly perform the safety functions, or they can include the

support systems that are required-for the successful operation of-

the systems performing safety function. If the former option is

chosen, the supporting systems must be included in the systems fault

trees. If the latter option is chosen, care must b taken to ensure

that all known system dependences involving support systems are

adequately depicted on the systems event tree.

Having constructed systems event tree, the analyst should

identify all conceivable accident sequences.

Once the logic models are constructed, the equivalent

Boolean expressions are obtained for the various system fault trees

and are combined to generate equations for the accident sequences

identified on the event trees.

Two approaches to quantification, namely: the minimal cut

seto and the critical path+ are generally followed. If the first

apperoach is taken, it is often useful to obtain a qualitative idea

A minimal cut set rpresents the smallest set of primary events
that must exist simultaneously for the system failure orA
sequence) to occur.

+ The critical path represents those combinations of primary events
that will cause the top event to occur.
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of failure*importance by ordering the 'minimum cut sets according to
their size The qualitative evaluation of these accident sequence

cut-sets produces valuable information on the nature of potential
accident causes, and can be useful in developing system modifications

or in improving operating procedures. The analyst must remain aware,

however, that common dpendences might well cause higher-order cut

sets to become important contributers. Thus the qualitative evaluation

is incomplete-and must be regarded as such.

This initial qualitative evaluation identifies in a prelim-
inary way the components for which failure information is necessary

and defines the context for quantitative evaluation.

After this type of initial screening, it is necessary to
evaluate the fault and event trees through the application of definitve

data, human reliability and common failure analysisand if available,$
information from analysis of physical processes and radionuclide

behaviour. The analyst should Iterate, as necessary to ensure that

the plant models reflect the plant data current state of knowledge.

Computer Codes (see sec. 63) below) assist the analyst

in the evaluation-pracesses both quantitative and qualitative.

The following section presents the means for data base
preparation and accident sequence quantification.

6. Quantification 3,4,6/
6.1. Sequence Quantification

Two approaches to quantify the frequencies of accident
sequences are outlined:

6.1.1. Fault-Tree Linking

This approach combines (links) the fault trees for the
system event tree headings with an AND gate to for a new top event

that is the accident sequence. Furthermore, if accident sequences

with the same initiating event are combined in the same Plant Damage

Bin (PDB),o an OR gate may be used to combine the accident sequence

* Because the failure probabilities often decrease by orders of magen-
itude as the size of the cut set increases, this ranking gives a gross
indication of the importance of a cut set.

m a PDB is formed by combining sequences with certain similarities.
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fault trees into a single model. Since initiating events are assumed
to be mutually exclusive, the estimated frequencies for sequences
with different initiating events can be summed to produce an estimated
frequency of the PD8.A fault-tree reduction code is then used to

find the minimal cut sets of this new top event. Any dependences in
the way of shared components or support system are thus automatically

accounted for in the oolean reduction process, provided that unique

identifiers have been assigned to these components across the respective

fault trees. With this process the quantification takes place on the

overall sequence cut sets as, opposed to the individual systems or

subsystems.

6.1.2. Event-Trees with Boundary Conditions

In this approach, dependences like those between a support

system and two or more front line systems are explicity displayed

in the event tree. Each system is quantified for every set of Boundary

conditions (BCs)+ that have a unique effect on system failure probability.
The quantification involves the calculation of conditional probabil-

ities since specific component and system states are assumed. Events
are combined within the event tree by multiplication to obtain estimated

frequencies or approximate frequency distributions for each sequence.
The estimated suence frequencies within each POB are then summed

to obtain a total estimated frequency for each bin.

More specifically, the frequency A for a given accident
sequence is given by:

A A- Qi (6.1)

where
A The frequency of an initiating event (or the sum of

the frequencies in one bin of initiating events), and

QI= The unavailability of thej th system in the sequence,

thus

a front line systems is a system that directly performs a safety
function.

+ BCs are given setsof componentsand system states that affect the
system being quantified.
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Qj
(6.2)*

where m is the number of minimal cut sets for the Jth system, and

QKj the unavailability of the KL' cut set for the Jth

system.

(6.3)

where rii is the number of unavailability events In the kth cut set
�fthfor the J-system. qikj1s can be', probabilities of componentslfailures

(on dmand, in time or by a common cause), test or maintenance unavail-

abilities, or probabilities for human errors.

Thus, to compute A, we need data and basic formulas for A

and q, i.e. for the primary events. Thus, the next subsections deal

with these aspects.

6.2. Primary Events

AS we have just indicated, the quantification of primary

events is performed in two steps, namely: establishing formulas that

relate these events to basic parameters (such as failure rates;

human errors' rates; average: tests maintenance- and repair- times;

frequency of initiating events, etc.); and estimating these parameters

from available plant specific or generic data.

6.2.1. Bisic Quantification Formulas

6.2.1.1. Initiating Events (IEs)

Assuming that an IE occurs at a constant frequency it

follows that the probability of the event occurance has a Poisson

distribution. Thus, the probability p, that the IE occurs once at

least, in some period L is given by
P 1-e- AL (6.4a)

A L (if AL < o.1) M.4b)

Equation 62) is referred to as the rare event approximation, beca-

use it ignors. intersections of minimal cut set failures (e.g., terms

as E fZ -_ , and higher)
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6.2J.2. Component Failure

In PRAs component failure in time is modeled using a
constant failure rate; and component failure probability per demand
is assumed constant accross all demands. Thus the failure probability

q (t) in some time interval t is

e (6.5)q ('-qd) + d
where the first term on the R.H.S repesents the probability of failure

to continue running beyond time t given a successful start; and d
is the propability of failure to start. However, if the component is

required to continue operation for a mission time period the

failure probability q is given by

q = '-qd) + qd (6.6a)
In general qd" I and Xi< o.1, thus

q \ e + d (6.6b)
probability of failur'e to run + prob. of failur to

start
The first term on the R.H.S dominates for long running systems (e.g.,
residual heat removal systems), whereas the second dominates for

standby systems (e.g., the diesel generators).

6.2.1.3. Test Unavailability

Repair unavailability is considered as part of test unavail-
ability. Thus a component is either: a) non-repairable, b) periodically

tested, or c) monitored.

* At this point it is feasible to present the definitions of two of
the widely used terms in describing component (or system) failures;
namely, unavailability and unreliability:

a) Unavailability gives the probability of being in a failed state

(being down) when required. Unavailability is conventionally

denoted by the symbol ,
b) Unreliability gives the probability that the component will not

operate successfully for a required mission time period.
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a) Non-Repairable Components

q(L = I e (6.7)

where is the failure rate; and L is generally taken as the rainder

of the plant life.

b) Periodically Tested Components

I x -r + + �2 (6.8)
unavailabilities due to: failure occurance, test downtime, and

repair time, respectively; where

X = Constant failure rate,

T = average time interval between tests

qo = unavailability during the test

d = the average duration of test

r = the average repair time

c) Monitored Components

For these components the unavailability q is given by

(6.9)

where, +

r the average wait-time (after failure annunciation) plus

the average repair time, and the time to return it to service.

6.2.1.4. Maintenance Unavailabilities

a) cheduled Maintenance

The unavailability due to maintenance qM is obtained from

qj = (CAM 115) - - d 1 (6.10a)
i (VIA

where,

dM = average downtime for maintenance, and

S = the cyclic regular interval between scheduled maintenance

activities

b) Unscheduled Maintenance

q = dM
T.-. (6.10b)M

where T = the average time between occurances of component problems.
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6.2.1.5. Common Cause Failure

Common Cause Failure is one type of the more general
failure mechanism known as dependent failure. In general, the failure

probability of dependent components Al and A.... and An due to an
initiator which triggers the failure of all components, is given by

P(A A1 2 ... An dpp.� P(Al') P(A2/A,) .... P(A n/AlA2 .... An-i) 611)

where P�) is the failure probalility of the component A,, and P(A n/

A1A .... An-1) is the probability that An fails given that Al and 
.... and An-l have already Afailed by the same initiator.

In the special case of two dependent events A and 

P(AB)dep. � PW P(B/A) P(A)P(B) = P(AB)indep. (6.12)

where PB/A) is the failure probability of given that A has failed

by the same cause.

To calculate the total failure probability P(AB) of two

components A and simultaneously, it is divided into a common cause

failure (i.e., dependent) term in addition to an independent failure

term, thus

NAB = APW + [l-P)P(A)1P(B) (6.13a)
= AP(B)3 + [I-P)P(B)3P(A) (6.13b)

where fraction of component -A failure caused by a common cause

which trigger the failure (it should be noted that this definition
means that P(B/A), which multiplies the dependent failure term, is
equal to 1.)
also = fraction of component failure caused by the same cause

which esulted in the failure of A.

The first term of es. 613), i.e., the dependent failure

contribution term, describes the scenario that whenever the first

component fails the second also imediately fails.

Eq. 613) can be rewritten as
P(AB = 10+j) P(A)P(B) (6.14a)

i.e., P(AB) % 1+j) P(A)P(B) (6.14b)
where,

(A/2) [P(A) P(B)3 (6J5)
P(A) P(B)

and P<< 1+�
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Eq. (6.14b) is refered to as the factor model. It should be noted

that A is the A factor, whereas .8 is ttfe A fraction.

Another model which is used in PRA calculations of common cause
failure probability Is known as the Shock Model. The assumptions

involved in this modelarp.:
a) Common Cause Failures (CCFs) have constant occurance rate-P. and

b a group of components which can be affected by CCF have similar
susceptibility (i.e., failure probability P) to CCF (e.g., Common

Mode failure); i.e.,

Common cause shock occurance rateand

Probility of a specific component failing given a common cause

shock occurance.

thus, if A,, is the rate of n components simultaneously failing, it

follows that: A, s e f (6.16)

where A is used in exactly the same way as a component failure rate.

Consequently, the unavailability Qn of n components for being simult-

aneously down due to a common cause, is given by

Qn = k n -Tn (6.17)

where Tn = Total of avprage CCF downtime for n components; and the
total unavailability Q of the n components is given by

Q x + x n Tn (6.18)

where independent failure rate, and

T average downtime for a component due to other than the

common cause failure.
For two components common cause failure the relationship

between the P factor model and the shock model can be obtained as
follows:

Q (4 - ( T)' factor model) (6.17a)

AT) 2 /2T shock model) (6.17b)2

hence, P 2T X2T2 (6.18)
2

but from Eq. 615)

=4 (6.19)
T
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substituting this into Eq. 618), yields
Vp2

T2 = PXT
Thus in terms ofj8,

Q = XT) 2 + AXT (6.20)

where MP 2 MP 2 2
j = )Xj=2P (6.21)

(which satisfies the previous definitions of A and

6.2.1.6. Human Errors

Human errors are quantified using basic Human Error Rates

(HERs) or Human Error Probabilities (HEPOO. In general, human error

data are given as HEPs(an HEP Is defined as the probability of an

error occuring per action). Sometimes, however, they are expressed

as HERs (where HER is the probability of an error occuring per unit

time). HEPs and HERs apply to errors of commissions as well as errors

of omissions. They are utilized in PRAs in the same way as component

failures. Thus, when only one action is considered (which is usually

the case) the HEP is directly used as unavailability or as pure

-failure probability (-i.e., failure on demand). However, when multiple

repeated actions are considered, the common cause human errors proba-

bility must be considered. Also, the probability that an error may

be detected (i.e., probability of recovery) should as well be considered

On the other hand, the probability of an error being committed (or

omitted) in time t equals HER t (i.e. HER is treated as in the

component failure).

The HEPs given in the PRA procedures guide and in the

human error handbook apply to average environments and average stresses.

When the environment and stresses are more than average, because of

poor management, poor working conditions, etc., the HEPs can be

increased to account for these variations. Similarly. if conditions

are better than average, the HEPs can be decreased. The factors

which increase or decrease the average HEPs are called performance

Shaping Factors (PSFs).

ji HEPs are oftenly large compared to hardware probabilities, thus,

there contribution Is important in obtaining realistic risk results.
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Thus,

HEP = Average HEP PSF (6.22)

However, under extreme stress such as in large LOCA or when the
operator has little time (less an few minutes) to act, the post

accident HEPs are taken to be near 

6.2.2. Data Compilation for Estimating the Quantification Parameters

Two Approaches of estimation methods are utilized, namely:

1) Classical and 2) Bayesian

6.2.2.1. Classical Approach

Classical estimation mthods are used if multiple values

of a parameter are available and it is desired to obtain estimate
W that is (are) strictly functions) of the data.

The distribution models oftenly used in the classical
estimation include:
a) Binomial Distribution

The (input) data and parameter for this model are as

follows:
Data: r failures in n demands. The number of dmands is known; the

outcomes, success or failure, are statistically independent; and the

probability of failure in a single trial is constant across these
demands.

Parameter: p, t4e probability of failure on demand

Distribution Function: F (r = n! pr(,_P)n-r (6.23)

r!(n-r)!

b) Poisson Distribution

For this model, the data and parwater are the following:

Data: r failures (or occurances of an initiating event) in T time

units. The quantity T is known; failures occur independently and at

a constant rate in time.

Parameter: the fai lure rate (number of failures per unit time)

Distribution Model: W XT )r exp [-XT / r! (6.24)

c) to2normal Distribution

The data and parameters for the Lognormal model are as
follows:
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Data: n independent positive observations XVIX21.00911Xn (such as

repair or maintenance times) whose logarithms are modeled as being
normally distributed.

Parameters: the expected value of t, where t a In x; and

o�, the variance of t

Density Function: i IL

Nx) ;: "r' )c - S) 12 a �) <- 625)
Two classical estimation methods are used, namely:

i) Point estimation, and 2) Statistical confidence interval
6.2.2.1.1. Classical Point Estimation

Point estimates of the parameters defined in the three

models described above are given, respectively, as

Binomial P = r/n (6.26)

Poisson = r/T (6.27)

Lognormal -z: for the sample mean (6.28a)

for the sample variance (6.28b)

Accokanying each of these point estimates, is a "standard
error" (s.e. ) of the estimate.; A standard error is the square root
of the estimated variance of an estimator. Thus for

* - * *) I II
Binomial S.e. of (p ) =[P 1 (6.29)

P.

Poisson : S.e. of ) = [ 11,I i (6.30)
T

Lognormal: S.e. of Otl n (6.31a)

2* 2* 2 (6.31b)S.e. of Ot = 1-n�:�]

6.2.2.1.2. Classical Confidence Interval Estimation

The purpose for classical confidence intervals is to identify
ranges of parameter values that are consonant with the data to some

specified extent. Both Upper and Lower limits, at any specified

confidence level, can be obtained and the interval between these

limits is termed a "classical confidence interval". Approximate

confidence intervals on a parameter can be obtained as follows:

Binomial
PU0-X) n X 2(2f+2; 1,K) /2n (6.32a)
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PL(1_ 2(2f /9n (6.32b)
Where Pu(l-oc) and PL('"() are the upper and the lower 100 1--x)%

confidence limits, respectively; and X2 K Y) denotes the 100 6- per-

centile of the Chi-squared distribution with m degrees of freedom.

The interval between Pu(-< ) and PL( Q< ) constitutes a 100 (1-2c% )%

confidence interval.

Poisson

The upper and lower 100 (1-c<)% confidence limits on are
AU(i_.x)= X2 (242 10() /2T (6.33a)

AL(I_c<)= X2 (2f ;y ) /2T (6.33b)

Lognormal

The upper and lower 100(1-'K)% confidence limits on are

obtained from-

�U(1-c i+t (n- I; I 0 (6.34a)

(1-,.e) t-t (n-1;1-,x d (6.34b)
L

where t (mr ) denotes the I- percentile of the student's t distribution

with m degrees of freedom.

6'(1-x = n1)-,5' 2* /X 2(n-1; (6.35a)
U 2* 2

,5'( 1--e = n-1 IX (n-1 I-, -(6.35b)-

6.2.2.2. Bayesian Approach

The Bayesian approach is similar to the classical approach

in that it yields "best" point estimates and interval estimates,

the intervals representing ranges in which, we are confident, the

parameter really lies. It differs, however, in both practical and

philosophical aspects. The practical aspects are in the incorporation

in the distribution models of belief and information beyond that

contained in the observed data; the philosophical distinction lies

in assigning a distribution that describes the analyst's belief

about the values of the parameter. This is the so-called prior
distribution.

A prior distribution is often based on generic data sources.

A PRA for a particular plant, requires not generic data but rather

estimates that are specific to the plant. Bayes' theorem updatesthe

prior distribution with plant specific evidence and has the effect of

"specializing" the prior to the specific plant. The updated, or specia-

lized, prior is called the "posterior distribution" because It can be

derived only after the plant specific evidence is incorporated.

The distribution that describes the physically caused random
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variation in a parameter it sometimes refered to as the

"population variability" distribution and can be represented by a

8ayesian prior distribution. However, such random variation in the

parameter can also be modeled by classical methods, using compound

distributions in which the population variability distribution

becomes tne so-called mixing distribution.

6.2.2.2.1 ayejl Theorem

The fundamental tool for use in updating the generic prior

distribution to obtain plant specific parameter estimates is Bayes'

theorem. If the parameter of interest is a failure rateX; Bayes theo-

rem states that:

f(,\/E) F( k L (E/A (6.36)

f*of L ( E /A ) d X

where, /E) is the posterior distribution, i.e. the probability

density function of X, Conditional are the specific evidence E; FX)

is the prior distribution, i.e. the probability density function

of based on generic information but icorporating no specific

evidence E; and L (E/ X) is the likelihood function, I.e te probabi-

lity istribution of the specific evidence E for a given value of.N.

If te parameter of interest Is te probability of faiijre

on demand rather than a failure ratek per unit time, then is

simply replaced by P in Eq. 6.5C).

The discrete form of Bayes' theorem is

F ( X 1E) (��) L ( 9/ ,) (6.37)

(A,:) L
wnprP k.(i= is a discrete set of failure rates.

A oetter pproximation is to use Eq. 66) in conjunction

with an appropriate numerical integration uptnod, ucli as the Gauss

quadtature tus, maintaining in effect a continuous prior distrinu-

tion.

6.2.2.2.2 dayesian Point Estimation

rwo commonly used point estimates are the mean and the

median (50 th percentile of te prior or the posterior distribution.

Tne ean of a distribution is the Sayesian estimate tat minimizes

the average squared error of estimation (averaQed over the entire

population of interest)� while the median minimizes tne average

.absolute rror. The mean or median would b found by conventional

statistical procedures. Using te prior dstribution t man of a

failure rateXis given by
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Of N � C N) (A
while the mdian is the solution to

x
f f (6.39)

denoting the cumulative distribution function.

6.2.2.2.3 jayelian P�robabilijyjnterval Estimation
For otaining an ierval estimate for either the

prior Lir the. posterior distribution is used, depending on hther
one is concerned with a generic or a specific failure rate.

Suppose o wants a 16) probability at the interval
estimate really includes the unknown failure rate (e.g., = o.o5
for o.95 probability), then a lo 1)% two sided Bayes probability
interval estimate of can be obtained by solving the two equations

XL

�' X) (6.40a')f
and 0

k6.40b)

This means ht

P( L< -,A (6.400

IT is emphasized that in the Bayesian sence we estimate
tne Probability say 95%, thatMies between,�Ond , however in theU
classical sence we have a confidence that 95% of values is above L
and the confiJer-ce that 95% ofA values lies below

Analogous results hold wn the p.zr�meter of interest is
a f a i 1 ur.- on demand probab i I i ty P rather than a fa i I ure rate

6.2.2.2.4 Step-by-Step Procedures for Ba�esian Estimation

For estimating a parameter like a component ailure rate
or a failuTe on pnand probaDility, OF steps arf, as follows:
1. Identify te ources and forms of generic information to tw.

used in selecting an appropriate prior distribution for the parameter.
2. Select a prior-distribution family if non has been specified as

part of tne generic information.
3. Choose a particular prior distribution by reducing and/or combining

thegeneric data froin step 
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4.Plot the prior and summarize It by determining its an, variance,

and selected percentiles.
5.If generic estimates are ruired determine tem from tne prior.

6.1f a plant specific estimates are required;
a) Obtain data representing operating experience with the specific

component.
b) Identify an appropriate form for the likelihood function

c) Use dayes' theorem to get the posterior distribution.

d) Plot tne posterior distribution on te same page with the

prior, and summarize the posterior in te same manner as you have

done with te prior (step 4 above).

e) Compare te prior and the posterior to see the effect of specific

data.
0 Obtain te desired estimates from the posterior distribution.

7. Investigate the sensitivity of the results to the prior distribut n.

6.2.2.2.5 Determining Prior Distributions

Tne class of "Noninformative prior distribution" is pi red

to be used woen t6pre are fw or no prior generic data. Natura.-

Conjugate, Beta, Gamma, and Lognormal distributions are presente(

for possible use when prior generic data are available. In case

more tan a single source of prior generic data are available, the

data mus�t be reduced to a single prior distribution. The following
metnods can be used for such a ruction

The First Method

In this method, the estimates provided by the various

generic data sources are pooled (i.e., combined) Dy means of simple

geometric averaging technique as follows
A 'A �t),A
X (6.41)

This ethod implicitly assumes that the sources are statistically

independent and of equal importance. On the other hand, if sources

are unequal in their contribution to the consensus prior, a weighted
geometric mean could be used with weights chosen to reflect the

importance of eacn source.

The Second Method
Of ten referred to as tne "Mixture NetnW,, ; fhis mtnod

involves fitting a suitable prior to eacn generic source and then
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combining te individual prior distribution by forming a mixture.

---=' WC (6.42)

where w Is are positive weights that sum to 1. In the absence of
any reason for prefering one source ver another, the selection w.

L
- lln is an obvious possibility. The corresponding posterior is

(XIF) W (6.43)

where the ntw wghts are

f O P, L o�
W. = I i=1,2,...,n (6.44)

t :i�iL f X) L C /X)
The Third Methop o

Named as Two-Stage" Bayesian Procedure. To describe

this mthod, assume that the problem to be solved is to estimate

the failure rate of a machine and express the degree of confidence

in this failure rate given the following relevant information:

El engineering knowledge of the design and construction of th�-
Machine .

E2 Pj!;t performance of similar machines in similar applicaticm_
E3 Past performance of the specific machine in uestion.

This information is used -in BayesItheorem as -follows:

X/ElSE22E3) N X/El*E2) LE3/X , E,E2) (6.45a)

rf ( X /E 1 E2) L (E3/ X, E I , E2)

Tnis use of BayesItheorem to incorporat,-, te specific evidence 

is a conventional application of BayesItneorem and is tne second

stage of the two stage approach. The first stage

nowever , aimes at determining the f ( A/E,,E2) froin the information

E2 as follows
F ( /El IE P(,%/Ej) L (E;>/A E (6.45b)2) =

/ F(,h/El) L (E2/,hEl)

Having described �Ow one can reauce multiple data sources

into a single, we then come back to presenting the above stated

prior distributions

6.2.2.2.5.1 Noninformative, Prior Distributions
No ninformative prior distributions are a class of priors

which delebarately minimize the role of generic prior information
in generating a posterior estimate; in other words ty are that

class in which Dlant SDeCific data serve only to change the location
of the corresponding Likelihood and not its shape. Therefore, they

I
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are useful when little or no prior information is available. It may

be preferable to avoid teir use even when minimal generic prior

data are available. Frequently, Bayesian estimates from noninformative

priors are Identical with, or very close to, the classical estimates.

However, interval estimates generated by their use art% probability

intervals(see sec.6.2.2.2.3), not classical -Confidence intervals.

6.2.2.2.5.2. Natural Conjugate Prior Distributions

These distributions have the property that, the posterior

and prior distributions are members of the same family of distribution

as the likelihood function. The parameters of such priors are often

especially easy to interpret, since they are entirely analogous to

the specific data used in the likelihood function. Their use is

recommended whenever the exact form of the prior has not been specifiec

as part of the generic prior data, but the data are sufficient to

determine a reasonable member of natural conjugate family. In general,

if a two-parameter prior distribution is to be fitted, such as 

Gamma, Logno mal, etc.. the generic data must contain at lea---t t, i

independent pieces of information.

6.2.2.2.5.3. Beta Prior Distribution

The Beta family of prior distributions is the conjugate
family when failure on demand probabilities are estimated with a

Binomial likelihood function. The Beta family is a two parameters' 

and both parameter values must be identified by specifying some two

conditions.

6.2.2'2.5.4. Gamma Prior Distribution

The Gamma family of Prior Distribution is the conjugate

family when failure rates are estimated with a poisson likelihood

function. The Gamma family is, also, a two parameters.

6.2.2.2.5.5. Lognormal Prior Distribution
The lognormal distribution is often used for estimating

the time to complete maintenance, test or repair. This distribution

is also frequently used as prior distribution for the probability of
failure rates, especially when these rates are so low as to ake a
lognormal transformation attractive (otherwise the exponential distri-

bution is used).
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6.2.2.2.6. Likelihood Functions

6.2.2.2.6.1. Binomial Likelihood Fbnction

4 The binomial distribution is the distribution of the
number of failures, r, out of n independent demands, on each of
which the component has a constant failure-on-demand probability P.

Within this context it follows that the Binomial Likelihood distribu-

tion of Eq.(6.36) Is given by:

L (EP = n! pr(,_,)n-r (6.46)

r!(n-r)!

for r = o1,2,...,n and the parameter P between and 
This Likelihood function is applicable in estimating the probability

of failure on-demand using the Bayesian approach, where it can be

used with any (depending on the amount and nature of the available
data) of the following prior distributions:

a) noninformative prior, b) natural conjugate Beta prior, or a
c) lognormal prior distribution.

6.2.2.2.6.2. Poisson Likelihood Function

In reliability analysis it is common to assume that times to

failure are independent, with a common (constant failure rate) expon-

ential distribution. It follows that the distribution of the number

of failures r in a fixed (total) operating time T has a poisson
distribution. Thus, the likelihood function of Eg.(6.36) is given in

this case by:

L(E//\ = (\T)r exp(- XT)/r! (6.47)

with r = o,1,2,...,n; and where A denotes the constant failure rate.

This likelihood function is applicable in estimating the

(constant) failure rates via the Bayesian approach; where it can be

used with any of the following prior distributions:

a) noninformative prior, b) natural conjugate gamma prior, or a

c) lognormal prior distribution.
6.3. Uncertainty Analysis

There are three major types of uncertainties associated with
Probabilistic Risk Assessment, namely:
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1) Completeness Uncertainties, - 2YM�Oeling Uncertainties, and
c) 0ta Uncertainties 

6.3.1. Types of Uncertainties

6.3.1.1. Completeness Uncertainties

These are uncertainties in identifying all the accidents
and significant contributors to the risk. One can never be sure
that all the accident sequencles, all the failure combinations, and
all the phenomena which significantly contribute to the core et
frequency or to various consequence risk have been identified.

6.3.1.2. Modeling Uncertainties
A probabilistic risk assessment uses numerous models to

calculate component and system failure probabilities, accident
sequence frequencies, physical phenomena associated with the sequence,
and In-and Ex-plant consequencies. A number of models have not been
validated with experimental data, and disagreement exist among
experts on the adequacy of various models.

6.3.1.3. Data Uncertainties
The data which are used in probabilistic risk assessments

are, generally, imprecise due to limited historical and experimental
data being available. Consequently, much of the data Is subjectively
estimated to some degree, using analyst and expert judgement.

6.3.2. Sources of Uncertainties

Sources of Uncertainties are classified according to their
types as follows:
6.3.2.1. Sources of Uncertainties due to incompleteness

Incompleteness is due to the fact that:
a) Event and fault trees may not contain all important failure modes.
b) Data-base (models and parameters) may not include all pertinent

failures or experience, or
c) Large number of low probability accident sequencies and cut sets

may have been eliminated through truncation.

6.3.2.2. Sources of Modeling Uncertainties

These are due to the fact that:
a) Event-and fault tree models do not correctly account for time
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dependent component failures, component dependencies, etc.,
b) Component failure models may not e correct (e.g., exponential

failure models)

O Failure modes may improperly be defined,

d) Approximations are used to sum large number of cut sets (e.g.,

rare event approximation)

e) Human errors may not be well predicted.

f) Some (or may be all) external events are not taken into account.

6.3.2.3. Sources of Data Uncertainties

Data uncertainties arise from both physical causes and
from lack of knowledge. Physical causes include plant to plant,
system to system, and component to component variabilities, and

variabilities from time to time. These variabilities arise because

of differences in environments and differences in properties. Lack

of knowledge are associated with uncertainties in the statistical

analyses of data; uncertainties in translating and interprcLir�-,

data; and uncertainties in subjectively estimating data values such

as: mission time for the operationof various systems, frequencies of

initiating events, component failure rate-,- nd-test-and maintenance-

parameters.
6.3.3. Treatment of ncertainties

Completeness and modeling uncertainties can be treated
using sensitivity analysis (and In some cases pobabilistic analysis);
whereas uncertainties in data can be treated by sensitivity analysis,
classical confidence interval propagation, and probability interval

propagation, i6ere:

6.3.3.1. Sensitivity Analysis

Consists of changing one or more data values and determining

the changes in the probabilistic risk assessment results.

6.3.3.2. Classical Confidence Interval Propagation

Consists of estimating classical confidence interval for

each data value and propagating these by prescribed approaches,

6.3.3.3. Probability Interval Propagation

Consists of treating the data values as random variables

and then propagating the associated probability distribution to
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obtain the probability distributions for the probabilistic risk
assessment rsults.

6.4. Computer Codes for the Analysis of Fault Trees

The codes described here are divided into four groups by
general function. Group-1 consists of codes that perform the ualit-

ative evaluation of a fault trees (i.e., codes that compute minimal
cut and/or path sets Group-2 contains codes for quantitative

analysis. This group includes codes that require as input the

structural information mbodied in the cut sets and those that are
designed to perform direct numerical evaluations of a system without
computing cut sets as a ecessary ntermediate step. The codes In

Group-3 have been developed to aid in the identification or analysis
of dependent failures. Group-4 consists of codes that can perform

uncertainty analysis through the input cut sets, sstem function,

or fault tree structure.

Brief descriptions of these codes are presented in ttie
following subsections:

6.4.1. Computer Codes for Qualitative Analysis of Fault Trees

The codes of this group compute the minimal cut and/or path

sets of a f;Ult tree or perform Boolean reduction for the fault
trees.

Minimal path sets give the smallest group of primary vent failures

that must not occur in order for the -ystem failure not to occur.

I
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Table (1) Examplps of Computer Codes for uailtative Analysis( for minimal cut sets)

Limit on No.of Types of Limit on NO. Method of Other Type of Computer Lang-
Code. Input Gates or Events Gates or Size of Generating Features uage and Availability

Cut Sets Cut Sets

FTAP 8- Character None; Computer AND MCSS of Top-Oown Independent IBM 360/370

Alphanuiveric names, wwry Is limit- OR up to order Bottom-up subtrees CDC 6600 - 7600

Control information, ing factor NOT 10 can be and Nelson Auto.found FORTRAN - IV

FT description K-of-N generated Mehtod and repla- Available from opera-

ced by tAo- tion Research Centre,

dules. U.of California Ber-

ke ley

SETS ANDOR Uses Bool- CDC- 7600 FORTRAN IV

INHIBIT ean manip- Available from Argo-

EXCLUSIVE ulation nne soft-warp. Centre.

OR
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Table (1), Continues

Code Input Limit on No.of Types of Limit on No. 'Method of other Type of Computer Langu-

Gates or Events Gates or SiZe UT Generating Features age and Availability

cut sets Cut Sets

WAMCUT AND, OR Uses Boolean CDC 7600 1M 370
NOT, NOR manipulation FORTRAN IV

NANOANOT and Available from
ONOT minimization EPRI Code Centre

K-of-:N Algorithm

6.4.2 Computer Codes for Quantitative Analysis
M6st of these programs re used to make point estimates of the probability of fault tree top events.

Other quantitative results that are calculated by these codes are:importance measures for primary events, minimal

cut sets and modules of the tree, sensitivities, and time dependent unavailability or reliability.

Computer codes that perform quantitative analysis can be divided into two major groups: those rquiring

minimal cut sets as input, and those able to prform analysis witnout computing cut sets as a necessary inter-
�ediate step. The latter are called direct - evaluation codes.
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Table 2 Computer Codes for Quantitative Analysis (for unavailabilities)

Code Input Quantitative Other Features rype of Computer
Calculations and availability

IMPORT- Minimal cut sets, Top-event point est! Can rank cut sets CDC 76oo, Available
ANCE Primary events, imate probability or and primary events from Argonne

Failure data unavailability. on basis of each

importance measure

WAMSAM Fault Tree descr' Point unavailability Palculates the top CDC 7600, Available

iptionPrimary for top event and event existence from EPRI Code Centre.

event, failure intermediate gates; Probabilities using
data. no-time dependent Boolean manipulation

analysis possible.

6.4.3_Codes for Uncertainty Analysis

They can be divided into two categories Codes that perform the analysis

through Monte - Carlo simulation (e.g., SAMPLE), and codes that perform the analysis by mathem-

atically combining the distributions (e.g., SPASM)
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Table 3 Copputer Codes for Uncertainty Anitysis

Code Input Method of Type of other Type of Computer

Uncertainty Statistical Features and Availability

Analysis Distribution

SAMPLE Monte-Carlo Uniform, Normal.. IBM 360/370

Simulation Log normAl Available from

Argonne Soft-Ware

Centre.

SPASM Fault Tree or Mathematical Log normal Olorks in CDC 7600

reduced stem Combination Conjunction Available from EPRI

equations, Com- aith WAIMCUT Code Centre.

ponent failure

data.

6.4.4 Codes for Dependent-Failure Analysis

Dependent failure analysis attempts Lo identify the modes of system failure (i.e.,

minimal cut sets) that have the potential of being triggered by a single Prilildry common

cause; the minimal cut sets that need to be identified are those with two or more events.
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Table 4) Computer Codes for Dependent Failure Analysis
(Common cause failure Identification aid)

Code Type of Computer and Availa- Code Type of Computer and
bility -Availability

WAMCOM CDC 7600 Available from EPRI BACFIRE IBM 360/370 Available

Code Centre. from Department of Nuclear

Engineering University
of Tennessee.

7. Measures of Risk Importance 7,8/

Having presented sequence modeling and quantification techniques,
in previous sections it remains to introduce the aspect of using PRA in
determining the worth of the existence of a safety feature to achieving a risk
level and the worth of modifying any such features to reducing a present risk.

Thus, in this section we describe the physical meaning of these worth measures.,

followed by a mathematical definition of each. These measures include those

for

7.1 Risk Achievement

The. risk achievement worth of a feature (such as a safety-system,-co-
mponent, or-function) is a measure of the worth of the feature in achieving

an existing level of risk.* It is the factor by which the risk would increase
if the feature did not exist, were not operable, or Ineffective.

The risk achievement worth identifies the feature (s) which contribu-
te most to achieving the present risk level and towards which rebtability

assurance activities (e.g., maintenance, surveillance, inspectionetc.)
should be directed. It is, -also, useful in prioritizing such features among

themselves.

Depending on how the increase in risk is measured, the risk achievem-
ent worth can either be defined as a ratio or an interval.

It is to be noted that the risk as being applied to safety systems other
than the containment is measured in terms of core-melt frequency whereas
for the containment the risk is measured In terms of dose and early fatali-
ties.
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Thus, let:

the (increased) risk level without feature or with feature i

assumed failed (7.1)

and
Ro the present risk level (7�2)

where the risk can be any measure such as core melt frequency, expected dose,

or early fatalities.

Then on a ratio scale the risk achievement worth Ai of a feature 

is defined as 

Ai = R+ A (7.3)

On an' Interval scale the risk achievement worth A; is defined as

Ai = Ri -R 0 (7.4)

In calculating Ri with feature i removed, it is important to
consider other features which are also effectively removed because of interre-
lationship or dependencies with eature i. Whether the ratio or interval
definition is most pertinent will depend upon the particular utilization 
When risk achievement worths are calculated for a given plant in order to
prioritize the features then the ratio and interval definitions will generally

give the same ranking. When the features of different plants are compared or
when cost-benefit evaluations are performed, even for a single plant, then

interval definition is generally more appropriate. If different risk measures

Ro such as melt frequency and expected early fatalities, are used, then
different priorities can result and therefore it generally is useful to

examine various risk measures to abtain a more complete picture of a feature's
risk achievement worth 

7.2 Risk Reduction Worth

The risk reduction worth of a feature is the worth of tfte eature
in further reducing the risk, or it is the factor by which the risk could be

reduced at the plant by improving the feature and making it more reliable

The risk reduction worth is useful for identifying and prioritizing
features whose improvements can most reduce the risk. Thus, It is a measure

that will be of particular importance in plant upgrading programs and backfi-

tting activities.
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Again, depending on how the decrease in risk Is measured, the risk

reduction worth can either be defined as a ratio or an interval. Let

R_ - the (decreased) risk level with the feature optimized or

assumed to be perfectly reliable (7.5)
and again-let be the present level of risk. Then on a ratio scale, the
risk reduction worth Di of a featrure (the letter "Du denot6s decrease)

is defined as 
Di = R /R_0 

On an interval scale the risk reduction worth Di is:-*

Pi = RoR i (7.7)
In calculating with feature I optimised, other interrelated

features which are also effectively optimized, should be included.

Again, whether the ratio or interval definition is used will depend upon

the specific application. For a given plant and for a given risk measure,

the ratio and interval will generally give the same ranking of the

features. The risk reduction worths of features will depend on the risk

measure being examined. As for-the - risk achievement worths, when the

features of different plants are compared or when cost-benefit analyses
are performed, then the interval definition is generally more appropriate

In general, the high risk achievement worths and relatively low
risk reduction worths indicate that attention should not be diverted
from aintaining and assuring reliabilities of present systems when
efforts are undertaken to reduce risk.

7.3 Others-

Other risk Importance measures which can be applied include those

which quantify the importance of individual serveillance tests and
mainte nance activities; those which quantify where wear-out effects
will have the largest risk impct, and those which prioritize contributions
to uncertainty to show where data need to be collected andmodels need
to be developed.

It should be noted that being defined in these manners, the risk
reduction worth is always greater than or equal one (Di) or is always

positive (1)i).
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S.Conclusions

It Is intended that this report be used as a users guide rather than as
a report of final analysis. Howevei, going through the contents of this
report it is concluded thatfull-scdle risk evaluation using probabilistic
techniques will require resources that may put it out of our national capabili-
ties at the present time. Thus, it is recommended that an effective use of
it would be in the form of NPP system reliability analysis, since the techniques
up-till this level are well established. Emphasis should be put on national
needs such as grid reliability, and human performance analysts. It can also
be used at the bedding stage in perfoming comparative studies of various
designs.
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